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Abstract—GPUs are slowly becoming ubiquitous devices in
High Performance Computing, as their capabilities to enhance
the performance of embarrassingly parallel applications to many-
fold as compared to multicore CPUs have been identified. The
primary shortcoming of a GPU is usability, since vendor specific
APIs are quite different from existing programming languages,
and it requires a substantial knowledge of the device and
programming interface to optimize applications. Hence, lately
a growing number of higher level programming models are
targeting GPUs to alleviate this problem. The ultimate goal for
a high-level model is to expose an easy-to-use interface for the
user to offload compute intensive portions of code (kernels) to the
GPU, and optimize the user code according to the target device
to extract maximum performance. In this paper, we share our
experiences of three of the notable high-level directive based GPU
programming models - PGI, HMPP and OpenACC on an Nvidia
M2090 GPU. We analyze their performance and programma-
bility against Isotropic (ISO)/Tilted Transversely Isotropic (TTI)
finite difference kernels, which are primary components in the
Reverse Time Migration (RTM) application used by oil and gas
exploration for seismic imaging of the sub-surface. When ported
to a single GPU using the mentioned directives, we observe
an average 1.5-1.7x improvement in performance for both ISO
and TTI kernels, compared with optimized multi-threaded CPU
implementations using OpenMP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicore general purpose processors and vector processing
units could be combined to produce a greater degree of paral-
lelism. This is what is implemented in GPUs and some near
future architectures based on them. Although GPUs have been
traditionally used for rendering graphics, they are presently
used as high performance compute engines capable of running
hundreds of thousands of threads in parallel. Writing code in
vendor specific APIs (such as CUDA and Brooks for Nvidia
and ATI GPUs) might be challenging since it requires a
bottom-up re-designing of an existing application, which might
require significant time and effort. Alternatively, directive-
based approaches [6] [4] [10] are gaining popularity, because
of their simplicity and portability across many platforms (write
once, deploy many). The most computationally intensive por-
tion of a reverse time migration (RTM) application is the
section for solving the wave equation using finite difference
schemes. Bihan, S. et al [2], have discussed an RTM use case
using CAPS HMPP directives on Nvidia GPUs, and they have
shown that performance on a single Nvidia S1070 GPU was

found to be approximately 4x better than 8 Intel Harpertown
CPU cores.

In this paper, we compare OpenMP multithreaded cache-
blocked CPU implementation, with that of GPU implementa-
tions using directives of OpenACC, PGI and HMPP for two
finite difference kernels - ISO and TTI in Fortran 2003. These
two kernels exhibit completely different characteristics; ISO
kernel is towards memory bound, whereas the TTI is shifted
towards compute bound.

Since the underlying compiler would translate the pragma
embedded user code, according to the specified target hard-
ware architecture, the performance of applications greatly
depends on a. compiler flags that were passed to the front-
end and b. the version of native compiler (CUDA NVCC
4.x in our case). The version of NVCC compiler also play a
role in performance differences, since the compiler front-end
until CUDA 4.0 was Open64 compiler based, and the latest
ones use Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler front-
end. As such, we observed radically different performances
for some experiments when we tried different combinations
of NVCC version and compilation options. In general, we
observe that porting an application to a GPU is beneficial if
the computation supersedes the data communication efforts,
since the primary bottleneck for a GPU is the host to device
data transfer latency. Through our experiments on TTI and
ISO finite difference kernels, we analyze three key areas of
PGI, HMPP and OpenACC pragmas:

• Programmability - Ease of use, features available, adher-
ence of compilers to specifications.

• Adaptability - How much of code change is required to
incorporate the directives?

• Performance - How the performance compares to multi-
threaded CPU code? Does the compiler provide hints so
that performance limiters can be identified?

In a nutshell, we observe reasonable speedup in our exper-
iments (Table I lists the acceleration factor with respect to
cache-blocked OpenMP-parallelized version of the TTI/ISO
kernel), which validates the efficacy of using high-level models
to port applications on GPUs.

Table II contains the information about our evaluation
platform/testbed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:



TABLE I
ACCELERATION OF TTI AND ISO KERNELS COMPARED WITH DIRECTIVE

BASED APPROACHES ON A GPU AGAINST MULTI-THREADED OPENMP
CACHE-BLOCKED IMPLEMENTATION ON AN 8-CORE SMP

Accelerator Direc-
tives / Kernels

ISO TTI

CAPS HMPP 1.29 1.76
PGI Accelerator 0.85 1.39
OpenACC 1.54 1.73

TABLE II
EVALUATION PLATFORM

Software/Hardware Facets
CPU Two Intel Quad-core Xeon

E5640 @2.67 GHz, 12MB L3
Caches, total 8 cores, and
96GB memory

GPU Two Nvidia Fermi M2090 on
CPU platform with dedicated
PCIe2x16 per GPU (only one
GPU is used in this study), 512
Compute cores, 6 GB GDDR5
Memory, ECC: disabled

Compilers Intel Compiler 12.1.5, CAPS
HMPP Workbench 3.2.1, PGI
Compiler 12.3 / 12.6, Nvidia
CUDA 4.0 / 4.2

API and
Languages

OpenMP 3.1, OpenACC 1.0,
PGI Accelerator Model v1.3,
FORTRAN 2003

• In Sections II, III and, IV, we discuss the finite difference
kernels, the role of compilers in application optimization
and, introduce the directive based approaches for GPUs.

• Sections V, VI and, VII, discusses about several CPU
and GPU implementations of ISO and TTI kernels, , their
evaluation and results and programmability, adaptability
and performance.

• Finally, we end with our conclusions in Section VIII.

II. FINITE DIFFERENCE KERNELS

Reverse Time Migration (RTM) is a method to model
the subsurface of the earth using twoway wave equation. In
the basic case of isotropic media, the scalar acoustic wave
equation is used to compute the wavefield pressure.
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where c is a propagated wave velocity and the P is the
wavefield pressure. However, the isotropic RTM will not be
able to handle anisotropic media and will produces incor-
rect images [7]. To model the anisotropic media, additional
anisotropy parameters like ε and δ are considered. One method
to compute the pressure field would be to use elastic wave
equation for anisotropic media but due to its high complexity,
it is replaced by a simpler approach using the pseudo-acoustic
wave approximation for Transversely Isotropic (TI) media
including Vertical Transversely Isotropic (VTI) and Tilted
Transversely Isotropic (TTI). The TI is the most commonly
observed type of anisotropy where the medium is treated as

isotropic in the plane that is perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry [7] [8]. The difference between VTI and TTI media
is that the axis of symmetry is vertical for the former, and tilted
for the latter. In addition to ε and δ TTI media also needs θ
- the dip measured to the vertical axis of symmetry and φ
the azimuth angle of the axis of symmetry. So, the typical
pseudoacoustic wave approximation [5] for TTI media is as
follows:
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vpz is the P-wave velocity in the direction normal to the
symmetry plane; vpn is the P-wave normal move-out (NMO)
velocity, relative to the normal to the symmetry plane; vpx
is the P-wave velocity in the symmetry plane; vsz is the SV
velocity normal to the symmetry plane [5].

vpn = vpz
√

1 + 2δ

vpx = vpz
√

1 + 2ε

Finite difference method can be used to discretize the second
order partial derivatives of space and time [7] as follows:

∂2P

∂x2
∼=

1

∆x2
[c0(Pi) + c1(Pi−1 +Pi+1) + c2(Pi−2 +Pi+2)...]

where Pi−1, Pi and Pi+1 represent P (x − ∆x), P (x) and
P (x+ ∆x), respectively.

∂2P

∂x2
∼=
P (t+ ∆t)− 2P (t) + P (t−∆t)

∆x2

We also employ the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) to handle
the boundary condition. PML is an imaginary layer around
the computational region that absorbs the waves to prevent
the reection from the computational boundary. For our experi-
ments, we consider a 27-point finite difference stencil scheme
with 8th order in space and 2nd order in time.

III. HIGH LEVEL PROGRAMMING MODELS FOR GPUS

A high level programming language aims at providing
an abstraction to users about the underlying details of the
hardware, with a simple interface, closer to the functionality
that users want to achieve. HMPP, PGI and OpenACC offer
directives which could be used to optimize the performance
of parallel C/Fortran kernels by inserting simple directives in



certain places of the source code which have substantial par-
allelism and could benefit from an accelerator. The amount of
parallelism depends on the specification of the grid-blocks by
the user, and also the algorithm pattern (since it is not straight-
forward to port an application which is not embarrassingly
parallel on an accelerator). For our case, both the ISO/TTI
kernels consists of an embarrassingly parallel triply nested
loop. The following three directive classes are common in all
the above mentioned accelerator directives, which performs
the essential steps required to port an application to a GPU.

• Data Directives - The bottleneck of a GPU is the data
transfer latency, because it takes more than 400-600
cycles to access the global memory. If the data access to
global memory is frequent, then the computation benefit
of porting a parallel application to a GPU will be lost.
These directives help to copy data to a GPU before
the kernel starts computing, and copy data back to the
host after the computation is complete, to minimize data
accesses.

• Kernel/Compute Directives - These directives are used to
specify a portion of code (the kernel region) which would
be executed by all the thread in the blocks (specified by
the user) of the GPU. Also, these directives often have
subclauses to identify the scope of variables used in accel-
erator region. It is possible to specify the loop mapping to
GPU grid-blocks using the subclauses provided by kernel
directives.

• Loop mapping/optimization directives - Loops determine
the compute intensive portions of the host code, and using
loop mapping directives we could specify which host
loops would run across blocks (in X and Y direction)
or executed by all threads in a particular block in a
GPU. For optimizing GPU performance, there are certain
considerations in the number of threads per block and
number of blocks that a device would allow.

Even when explicit loop mapping clauses are not specified,
these directives are able to map the loops to X-Y blocks
according to the default order of the loops, and after the
outermost two loops, the rest are computed by the threads
in each block. However, the degree to which these directives
would be successful in providing acceleration to a particular
code depends on the code structure, and if the code has
dependencies (for instance a triangular loop), then it might
not be possible to apply the directives without modifying the
code at the outset. Typically, all these GPU directives map two
tightly nested host loops to X and Y blocks of a GPU, and
the remaining loops are computed by the threads per block.
They also apply certain optimizations on the loop-nest, such as
strip-mining and loop re-ordering, that impacts the scheduling
of loops.

IV. ROLE OF COMPILERS IN OPTIMIZATION

Performance of an application depends greatly on the opti-
mizations performed by a compiler, which could be influenced
by the compilation options or switches that are passed by the
user at compile time. The role of compilers are even critical

in high-level approaches since the native code is generated by
the compiler, according to the semantics specified by the user.
This intermediate high level code is compiled by the device
specific compiler (CUDA NVCC in our case), which translates
it to PTX (CUDA assembler source) and optimizes it further
before generating the final CUDA binary (a .cubin file).

A. Differences in compute device 1.3 and 2.0

The number of resources vary from one device family to
another, and we observed some divergent results in our test
cases upon switching the target devices. These differences
between device families (compute device 1.x vs 2.x) could
be primarily due to numerical precision, since sm 1x devices
were known to implement a truncated FMAD (floating point
multiply add) operation, which made it faster but inaccurate.
Fig.1 shows the performance difference between compute
device 1.x vs 2.x, using the sm13/sm20 compilation option
of PGI and HMPP directives.
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Fig. 1. Differences between PGI/HMPP sm13 (Tesla) vs sm20 (Fermi) device
options on ISO

B. Fast-math compiler option

Only recently GPUs have started to support precise arith-
metic operations (with the option of ECC hardware), and
since we do not require extreme precision for our applica-
tion (all our experiments are on single precision data, with
ECC turned off), we certainly noticed that turning ECC off
increased the performance slightly (up to approximately 6%)
on compute device 2.x. Fig.2 and Fig.3 shows the differences
in performance of PGI and HMPP directives when fast math
options were turned on for ISO and TTI kernels, as com-
pared to the default options. HMPP fast-math options are
turned on by the flags - -ftz=true -prec-div=false
-prec-sqrt=false -use-fast-math and for PGI it
is: -ta=nvidia,cc20,flushz,fastmath. The perfor-
mance of TTI under PGI compilers was found to be unaccept-
able unless we used the nofma switch (explained in the next
section) with fast-math options.

C. Enabling/disabling fused multiply-add operation (FMA)

Nvidia devices are also capable of combining multiply-add
operations so that they take one instruction to complete both
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Fig. 2. Differences between PGI/HMPP fast-math vs default options (contains
precise arithmetic flags) on ISO
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Fig. 3. Differences between PGI/HMPP fast-math vs default options (contains
precise arithmetic flags) on TTI

multiply and an add operation. Prior to Fermi class devices,
Nvidia implemented an aggressive combine and truncate oper-
ation (Floating point multiply-add or FMAD) to make the code
run faster, but sacrificing some accuracy. In 2008, the IEEE-
754 specification was revised to include fused multiply and add
operations (FMA), to improve the accuracy and performance.
The FMA operations are of the form - RND(a∗b+c), wherein
the numerical accuracy is improved because of a single
rounding step, as opposed to two rounding operations, when
FMA is not used (RND(RND(a ∗ b) + c)) [12]. Although
the inclusion of FMA instructions can positively impact the
speed of an application, but for PGI compiler, we observe an
interesting variation in performance for ISO/TTI, when it is
enabled/disabled. In Nvidia devices, the default behavior is
floating-point multiply-add contractions; from CUDA 4.1, a
switch called fmad=true or fmad=false could be passed
to the compiler to control this behavior. It is worthwhile to
mention here that standalone single precision multiplications
are automatically converted to intrinsics by the compiler. For
ISO kernel, which is memory bound, we notice from Fig.4 that
turning off FMA degrades the performance by approximately
5%. The exact reverse of this behavior is observed for the
TTI kernel (Fig.5), which is compute intensive, wherein the

performance increases by 5%.
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Fig. 4. HMPP/PGI with FMA turned OFF Vs FMA turned ON (default
option) for ISO (memory bound)

For TTI, it is evident from Fig.5, that there is a slight
decline (approximately 5% according to our observations) in
performance when FMA operations are allowed (which is the
default case), versus when it is explicitly turned off.
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Fig. 5. HMPP/PGI with FMA turned OFF Vs FMA turned ON (default
option) for TTI (compute bound)

Use of FMA may increase register pressure slightly, because
three source operands must be available at the same time.
Turning FMA generation on/off may lead to small differences
in instruction scheduling and register allocation, which in turn
can lead to small performance differences. In the generated
code of TTI, we noticed a large number of multiplications (less
additions), which could be the cause of little benefit from the
use of FMA. For HMPP, we observe performance degradation
(Fig.5 and Fig.4) when FMA is turned off (for both TTI and
ISO), which should be the ideal scenario.

Enabling/Disabling the ”nofma” switch of PGI: We could
observe the substantial differences in throughput of PGI when
FMA is turned off as opposed to when it is enabled. We
analyzed the generated intermediate GPU code, when nofma
was passed, PGI compiler transformed the multiplications to
__fmul_rn intrinsic and the number of operations were
more than the base version which had FMA. Intrinsics (like



__fmul_rn) are never fused into FMA operations, so if the
generated code contains intrinsics, it would not be fused.

Perhaps the amount of instructions per memory accesses
evens out for compute bound kernels when there are more
instructions, which could not merge into FMA operations. On
the contrary, the same operation was found to negatively affect
memory bound problems like ISO. Using Nvidia Profiler,
we found out that inclusion of nofma switch converts the
TTI kernel from memory bound to instruction bound. The
ideal instructions per byte metric of the testbed GPU is
3.79 [11]. According to our analysis, enabling FMA leads to
an instruction throughput of 2.79 (memory bound), whereas
disabling it makes it 4.22 (greater than the ideal, and hence
instruction bound). Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the differences in
execution time when we passed -ta=nvidia as compared
to -ta=nvidia,nofma as a compilation option to the PGI
compiler for TTI/ISO kernels.
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Fig. 6. Differences between PGI ACC compilation switch - ta=nvidia,nofma
vs ta=nvidia (by default FMA is turned on) on ISO
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Fig. 7. Differences between PGI ACC compilation switch - ta=nvidia,nofma
vs ta=nvidia (by default FMA is turned on) on TTI

D. LLVM/Open64 compiler front-ends of CUDA and their
performances

Nvidia introduced the Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)
compiler front-end from CUDA 4.1, whereas until CUDA
4.0, Open64 front-end was used. Nvidia claims that the new

compiler provides better performance, but in most of our
tests the performance of CUDA 4.0 exceeded CUDA 4.2, and
hence we decided to use CUDA 4.0 for all our experiments.
The -open64 compiler switch was added in CUDA 4.1,
which could be used to specify the Open64 compiler front-
end (no longer the default) as the preferred compiler. We do
not observe any marked difference between the performance
of CUDA 4.0 and CUDA 4.2 with -open64 flag. On the
other hand, the performance of CUDA 4.2 using the default
LLVM front-end, was found to be subpar as compared to
the Open64 compiler front-end (under CUDA 4.0 and CUDA
4.2). The performance differences between CUDA 4.0/4.2 for
ISO/TTI kernels, compiled using the LLVM front-end, as
compared to the Open64 front-end, could be seen from Fig.8
and Fig.9. Further investigation will be needed to understand
this performance difference due to the frontend changes in
CUDA.
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Fig. 9. Differences between CUDA 4.0 (Open64 based) and CUDA 4.2
(LLVM based) compiler front-ends using HMPP on TTI

E. Asynchronous operations - TTI and ISO

GPUs are capable of bi-directional data transfers with
concurrent kernel execution. The Fermi class GPUs have two
copy engines and one kernel execution engine. However, asyn-
chronous transfers require page-locked memory allocations



(pinned memory), so that the pointer association between
CPU-GPU is preserved, to prevent the operating system from
moving this memory to another location. Presently, none of
the pragmas can allocate pinned memory, and hence, true
asynchronous kernel computation and memory transfers (using
GPU streams) is not possible. Current asynchronous operations
are implemented by spawning a host thread, and hence the
real benefit is yet to be exploited. The asynchronous clauses
could incur a little overhead, as compute and memory transfers
are not really overlapped. For PGI compilers however, the
asynchronous clause (async) causes performance degrada-
tion. Fig.10 and Fig.11, shows the asynchronous performance
of OpenACC, HMPP and PGI as compared to their respective
base versions.
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Fig. 11. PGI, HMPP and OpenACC asynchronous implementations on TTI.
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V. OPTIMIZATIONS PERFORMED FOR CPU AND GPU
VERSIONS

Through the use of the directives, some common opti-
mizations were performed to improve memory accesses and

memory locality. Some of the optimizations performed for the
GPU and CPU implementations of ISO/TTI kernels are listed
in Table III.

To ensure a fair comparison, we spent reasonable amount of
time to optimize the CPU implementations of ISO and TTI. We
turned on the basic optimizations for PGI/Intel compilers, and
primary benefit came from vectorization of the loops, dividing
the computation amongst 8 parallel threads (our testbed is
an 8-core SMP) and, cache blocking in the two outermost
dimensions. We found a reasonable benefit in using cache
blocking scheme with different block sizes [3] (refer Table
IV) for ISO/TTI.

Although this created extra loops, by using the collapse
clause of OpenMP we were able to achieve approximately
15% of better throughput as compared to the plain OpenMP
version. In Fig.12 and Fig.13, the performance of cache-
blocked implementation of ISO and TTI kernels with respect
to their OpenMP DO-loop versions are compared. We observe
that cache blocking technique gives considerably better per-
formance (up to 40%) bringing the performance closer to the
GPU implementations.
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TABLE III
OPTIMIZATIONS PERFORMED ON CPU AND GPU

Optimizations GPU CPU
Loop collapse gridify(k,j*i) in HMPP. In HMPP OpenACC, the compiler,

by default tries to collapse the top-most two loops.
OpenMP COLLAPSE clause

Loop unroll/Register blocking unroll in PGI/HMPP/OpenACC. Effective in HMPP. Compiler automatic (Munroll In PGI, unroll
in Intel)

Loop re-ordering Using the permute clause, or gridify in HMPP. Not available
in PGI/OpenACC.

-

Cache blocking Cache clause in OpenACC. Unsupported. Blocking the outermost 2 loops very effec-
tive for TTI/ISO

Using GPU shared memory Only for ISO HMPP, using shared clause. Just instructs the ar-
ray as shared type. OpenACC Cache clause unsupported
In HMPP, not working in PGI.

Cache-blocking using different block sizes

Vectorization vector clause in PGI. In PGI OpenACC, the top-most two
loops might be automatically vectorized by the compiler.

Using compiler transformed SSE - xHost
(Intel), fastsse (PGI)

Asynchronous computation and
data transfers

Using async clauses, but data transfer cannot be launched in
a stream (required pinned memory), Compiler spawns a host
thread instead

Fortran 2003 async IO

Privatizing data Using private subclause to privative small arrays and Live-out
scalars (PGI, HMPP, OpenACC)

OpenMP private subclause

Avoiding unnecessary data trans-
fers

Data load/store - once before the kernel and once after it Binding threads to cores KMP AFFINITY
Or numactl Or MP BIND

Coalescing global memory ac-
cesses

Reordering loops, innermost loop drives coalesced accesses
- it could be mapped to GPU blockIdX (as the case with
HMPP)

Accessing consecutive locations

Optimum thread/block sizes Enough to optimize occupancy (∼33%) One thread per core

TABLE IV
BLOCK SIZES FOR OPENMP CACHE BLOCKING - ISO AND TTI

ISO
Data
Size

ISO Block Size(jXk) TTI
Data
Size

TTI Block
Size(jXk)

100 4X4(Intel)/8X8(PGI) 150 4X4
200 8X8(Intel)/16X16(PGI) 250 8X8
400 64X64 350 16X16
600 64X64 450 16X16

We also had an alternative implementation using OpenMP
tasks [1], but the results are quite poor compared to !$OMP
DO implementations, owing to the overhead of task creation
per iteration.
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Fig. 14. OpenMP task implementation of ISO against latest PGI and Intel
compiler
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Fig. 15. OpenMP task implementation of TTI against latest PGI and Intel
compiler

VI. FINAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We measured the performance of ISO/TTI kernels on a
GPU, using different features available in OpenACC, PGI
and HMPP. Our experiments show that the GPU results are
not very far from the optimized CPU version. The execution
plots using the best results for the ISO kernel is shown in
Fig.16 and that of TTI is in Fig.17. For ISO, which is not
compute intensive, we notice that the OpenMP version (on
8 threads) is 1.2x better than the GPU version (for PGI),
suggesting a negative impact when ported to GPUs. The TTI
kernel however, maintains on an average a speedup close to
1.5x, as compared to the multi-threaded OpenMP version.

A. Understanding performance limiters using Nvidia profiler

To have an idea about the performance of an application on a
device, we will need to compare it with the ideal performance
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Fig. 16. Different implementations of ISO using directive-based approaches.
OpenACC version using HMPP OpenACC compiler was found to give the best
results, whereas OpenMP-blocked version is better than that of PGI accelerator
directive.
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Fig. 17. Different implementations of TTI using directive-based approaches.
Performance of HMPP and OpenACC (using HMPP OpenACC compiler)
versions are very close. OpenMP-blocked version has the least performance.

metrics for that device. Mostly, profile counters help us in
understanding the limitations in our code, and might be able
to provide us with hints to improve our program. Apart from
instructions per byte metric calculated using profile counters
[11], the CUDA visual profiler [9] could help in identifying the
performance limiters. For GPUs, higher compute utilization
does not mean higher throughput, since to hide the data
transfer latency, the streaming multiprocessors (SM) in the
GPUs need to be given enough work. We discuss three
profiling cases for the TTI kernel using different ways to
gridify a loop-nest. Fig.18, Fig.19 and, Fig.20 show the
profiler results of three different distribution of loops onto
(sequence of the loops in the code for this specific example
is: outermost-k, then j and then the innermost-i) the GPU grid
of blocks. The width of the kernel in the figures signifies the
execution time.

From the three figures, it is evident that Fig.20 is the
best gridification strategy, which collapses the j and i loops
to map it into a 1-D grid-block, and unrolls the k-loop
for register blocking. On the other hand, in Fig.18, the i-
loop which drives coalesced memory accesses would be the

Fig. 18. HMPP TTI profile with GRIDIFY(k,j,i) - k and j loops gridified,
i-loop run by all threads in a block

Fig. 19. HMPP TTI profile with GRIDIFY(j,i,k) - j and i loops gridified,
k-loop run by all threads in a block

Fig. 20. HMPP TTI profile with GRIDIFY(j*i) - j and i loops collapsed,
k-loop run by all threads in a block and unrolled (9)

innermost loop, and hence would unnecessarily be executed by
all threads in different blocks, which degrades the performance
substantially.

VII. PROGRAMMABILITY, ADAPTABILITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF PGI, HMPP AND OPENACC

In Section I, we discussed the intention of accelerator
directives and identified three major characteristics influencing
their overall efficiency - Programmability, Adaptability and
Performance. In this section, for each of the accelerator
directives - OpenACC, PGI and HMPP, we would explain our
observations with respect to these three contexts.

A. PGI Accelerator Model

• Programmability - For PGI, combination of a handful of
pragmas were observed to quickly construct code that
targets a GPU, providing modest performance. Amongst
the three accelerator directives used for this study, PGI
had the easiest learning curve and requires minimal lines
of code to port application kernel to an accelerator. PGI
compiler internally allocated local arrays in GPU shared
memory, although presently there is no clause which
could be used to specify an array to be allocated in
the GPU shared memory. Apart from that, we observed
instability in the latest PGI compiler’s (v 12.6) async
subclause at the time when this work is conducted.



• Adaptability - The current version of PGI compiler does
not allow the usage of Fortran pointers in accelerator
region. Our TTI/ISO code had to be modified to bypass
this limitation.

• Performance - For the compute bound TTI kernel, the
performance was found to be slightly over 1.5x to that of
the OpenMP version. However, we had to use the nofma
compilation switch for TTI (as discussed in section IV),
since even with fastmath options the performance was
found to be subpar. Moreover, the ISO kernel fared poorly
as compared to the optimized OpenMP version (the
worst performance amongst all the GPU directives). PGI
offers an environment variable - PGI ACC TIME and
a compilation option -ta=nvidia,time that helps to
profile a user program by showing the total time for data
transfers and kernel compute.

B. CAPS HMPP

• Programmability - HMPP’s programming model is more
elaborate than the other two, but is more feature rich com-
pared to OpenACC/PGI. HMPP requires more learning
as compared to the mentioned approaches, and requires
substantial user knowledge on parallel programming and
optimization. It supports specification of GPU per-block
shared memory via the shared clause, and has options
to extract thread/block indices and place explicit barrier
statements. The HMPPCG (HMPP Codelet Generator)
directives are a rich set of directives in the HMPP
workbench that helps to specify the mapping of loops in
a codelet to GPU thread-blocks, and associated opti-
mizations such as unrolling, tiling, re-ordering, reductions
or adding barriers.

• Adaptability - HMPP allows pointers in the accelerator
region. It also has capabilities to resolve data using host
addresses, by using mirroring clauses (which means
one does not need to keep two copies - one for host and
the other for device). CUDA like programming could be
performed, such as thread/block IDs could be queried,
and arrays could be declared to be resident on shared
memory. Although it requires more lines of code, looking
at the performance and almost nil modification of host
code, HMPP has proven to be a robust programming
model, which could cater to a wide variety of problem
classes. Older versions of HMPP (before 3.1.x) did not
allow Fortran 2003 asynchronous input/output feature,
and some versions may not allow allocatable arrays in
codelet. However, newer versions have tackled this
issue.

• Performance - The performance of HMPP was found to
be substantially better for both ISO/TTI as compared to
PGI, which could be attributed to its feature rich program-
ming constructs. HMPPCG directives expose constructs
for almost every loop optimization known, to cater to
a large set of applications. We have used the gridify
construct to define the host loop distribution; which could
combine loop permutation/reordering hints with distribu-

tion of loops to GPU blocks in X/Y direction. Apart
from that, we have noticed that unrolling the loop that
would be run by threads could improve the performance,
because of register blocking by GPU threads (each GPU
thread in Tesla M2090 could use 63 registers). HMPP
also allows the programmer to attach profile hooks to
show time taken by a particular pragma. Setting the
HMPP_VERBOSITY environment variable would ensure
detailed runtime messages, which includes timing in-
formation and the corresponding event occurring (data
loading, kernel computation, etc) at that particular time.

C. OpenACC

• Programmability - Although similar to the PGI Ac-
celerator model, OpenACC brings forth two different
compute constructs - kernels and parallel. The
kernels construct distributes the loop-nest into a series
of kernels, which are launched in sequence, whereas the
parallel construct allows to specify the underlying
region as a single kernel, with user-specified grid-block
dimensions. The next generation Nvidia GPUs (Kepler
series) contain multiple compute engines, so that the
executions of kernels can be performed simultaneously on
parallel streams. Like PGI Accelerator model, OpenACC
might have unspecified behavior when pointers are used
in kernel region. Furthermore, we noticed that multiple
gang clauses (which is against the specification) in the
loop-nest did not produce an error or warning for PGI (the
results obtained were also correct), unlike HMPP, which
captured the error. Caching data to faster GPU shared
memory is expected to lead to reasonable improvement
in performance since accesses to shared memory is 100x
faster than global memory. However, the cache clause
under PGI seems to be unstable, and HMPP is yet to
support the clause when this study was conducted. Being
an implicit programming model (like PGI), there are no
explicit clauses to re-order the loops or query functions
that could return the thread and block indices in the
compute grid (like HMPP).

• Adaptability - Since there might be restrictions on Fortran
pointer usage in compute regions, and hence we decided
to replace the pointers by arrays. We expect this limitation
will be remedied in near future. Since OpenACC is a
language standard, adaptability would also depend on the
how quick the underlying compiler can support it. We
have the impression that both PGI and CAPS are moving
quickly to implement OpenACC into their compiler.

• Performance - At this time, the performance of OpenACC
directives under the HMPP compiler was found to be
the best amongst the others. The directive sets were also
very simple, and we just wrapped our compute region
by kernels construct, and specified the loops to be in-
dependent by using the !$acc loop independent
directive over each loop. However, for the same code,
PGI compiler’s performance is unsatisfactory compared
to HMPP. We noticed that the HMPP compiler by default



collapses the two outermost loops, and reorders the loop
nest, which improved the performance. As such, the very
implicit OpenACC version (shown below) was found to
give the best performance (for TTI) amongst others.

!$ACC KERNELS
!$ACC LOOP INDEPENDENT
do k=k0,k1
!$ACC LOOP INDEPENDENT
do j=j0,j1
!$ACC LOOP INDEPENDENT
do i=i0,i1

This same code however produces subpar performance
for PGI compiler, which possibly strip-mines the outer-
most two loops (scheduling a 2-D block in Y/X direction
- stripped k and j loops) and distributes it across 3-D
thread blocks (inner k,j and i loops). The flag NVDEBUG
shows all calls made to the CUDA runtime, for instance
we used this to find out the number of data transfer calls
made by PGI to CUDA and the time taken to do so.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The closeness of CPU and GPU performance results for
ISO/TTI kernels might hint that the directive approaches
would need to improve along with the devices. In our test
cases, we were not able to exceed more than 1.7x acceleration
for the TTI (more compute intensive kernels) kernel using the
accelerator directives as compared to optimized CPU multi-
threaded cache-blocked code. To maximize performance out of
a GPU using the accelerator directives, apart from exploiting
the features of a directive, one might need to study the
compilation options as well. Most of the divergent results that
we observed, are related to the compilers. The most interesting
one involves turning off FMA, which greatly improved the
performance of TTI (for the PGI compiler). Ideally, the oppo-
site should be happening for a compute bound kernel, as we
observe for HMPP. Although all the programming models aim
to achieve the same functionality, the performance depends
on the underlying compiler. This is what we have expected
and observed in this study. Nevertheless, the directives offer a
stable approach to reduce effort in development, and makes it
easier for the developer to write optimized code with a handful
of pragmas. Our evaluation on finite difference kernels for
seismic imaging seems to reassure that the pragmas approach
can provide a balance amongst Programmability, Adaptability
and Performance.
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